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1. INTRODUCTION
Even with years of research into new authentication tech-
nologies, passwords still dominate the authentication land-
scape. This is due primarily to a combination of security, de-
ployability, and usability that has been difficult to match [2].
While password alternatives exist, their lack of widespread
adoption indicates that for the foreseeable future passwords
are here to stay [11].

Our research goal is to strengthen, not replace, password-
based authentication. We focus on two serious problems
with password-based authentication. First, poor security
practices at the web servers leads to stolen password files
that are easily compromised using an offline attack. Second,
passwords are too easily stolen via phishing attacks.

Both of these problems arise because for the vast majority
of authentication flows, servers require users to provide their
plaintext passwords. In the case of a legitimate server re-
ceiving this password, the user must blindly trust that the
server correctly salts and hashes the password. Experience,
though, has shown that many websites do not follow proper
password storage [5, 9, 1]. Moreover, there is a disconnect
between perceived best practices for password storage and
actual best practices [9].

Even if websites were to safely store users’ passwords, users
would still be at risk to phishing attacks. Phishers imperson-
ate legitimate websites in order to trick users into sending
their authentication credentials to the phishing website. The
problem of phishing is only compounded by password reuse,
allowing a single stolen password to potentially compromise
many of the user’s sites.

In this paper, we describe two methods for strengthening ex-
isting password-based authentication: strong password pro-
tocols and safe password entry.

2. STRONG PASSWORD PROTOCOLS
Strong password protocols are cryptographic zero-knowledge
proofs that allow the user to demonstrate knowledge of their
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password without actually revealing that password. There
are many benefits to strong password protocols. First, the
user never sends the website their plaintext password, in-
cluding at account registration. Instead, users only present a
password verifier, which is stronger than a salted and hashed
password. Second, in addition to authenticating the user
to the website, strong password protocols authenticate the
website to the user. Third, a phisher learns nothing about
the user’s password. Finally, strong passwords protocols do
not require a secure connection and are safe from brute-force
attacks by an active network attacker.

The adoption of strong password protocols has been stymied
by patents. These patents are beginning to expire, and we
believe the time may be ripe to reconsider them.

The most efficient strong password protocol is the Secure
Remote Password protocol (SRP) [15]. In our research, we
have proved the security of SRP in the random oracle model.
Further, we have created a three-party, gateway-oriented [3]
variant of SRP, that would allow it to be used in password-
based OAuth. We believe SRP is an ideal strong password
protocol, and our intention is to open source our implemen-
tation of SRP to benefit other researchers who are interested
in exploring this area.

3. SAFE PASSWORD ENTRY
Strong password protocols alone are insufficient to address
phishing attacks because phishers will simply sidestep these
protocols. To succeed, strong password protocols must be
coupled with spoof-resilient password-entry interfaces where
users can safely enter their passwords. Although prior re-
search has explored this problem (PwdHash [12], Password
Multiplier [10], Dynamic Security Skins [6]), there is still no
optimal solution [4]. Our work seeks to build upon previ-
ous research and is based on the principle that users should
never enter passwords into untrusted web pages, but should
migrate to browser or operating system interfaces for pass-
word entry.

We intend to explore the usability and security trade-offs
of the following options for deploying safe password entry
interfaces.

• As a trusted web component. The browser could pro-
vide a trusted web component (e.g., <srp />), that
websites would be required to use in place of pass-
word fields. Still, special care would need to be taken
to ensure that users could correctly identify legitimate
interfaces (i.e., anti-phishing markers).
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• In the browser’s chrome. Interfaces in the browser’s
chrome are inaccessible to phishers. Still there is a
risk that the phisher could try to create interfaces on
their website that appear to be popdowns from the
browser’s chrome.

• As an operating system dialog. This approach would
allow for a single safe password entry interface for
all applications. Additionally, it could leverage OS-
specific protections. Still, research has shown that OS
dialogs can be susceptible to phishing.

In the workshop, we are interested in further discussing the
benefits and risks of each approach.

4. EVALUATION
Safe password entry solutions will need to be evaluated em-
pirically to ensure that they help protect users from phish-
ing. While there have been previous studies of anti-phishing
tools, these studies have all had important limitations: (1)
The studies explicitly draw users’ attention to the fact that
they are trying to detecting phishing, automatically elevat-
ing user awareness [8]. (2) The studies are lab-based, making
it difficult to know how well solutions work in practice [14].
(3) The studies are short-term, making it difficult to know
if habituation will decrease future performance [13].

Our goal is to create a study that addresses each of these
limitations. The three key features of our planned study
are: (1) we will deceive users, having them install a system
and assigning them tasks that are orthogonal to the study’s
true purposes, while simultaneously trying to phish their
passwords; (2) we will require users to complete tasks from
their own computers, according to their own schedules; and
(3) we will test users’ resilience to phishing over the course
of several weeks.

As a first step, we intend to use our methodology to study
Dynamic Security Skins (DSS) [7]. While it has been a
decade since DSS was published, it has never been evaluated
with a user study. We hope that by studying DSS we can
better understand how safe password entry can be designed.
Based on the results of this preliminary study, we intend to
implement several prototypes for safe password entry. We
will then refine these prototypes using an iterative design
paradigm, where we conduct a usability study of the pro-
totype and then address issues that arose during the study.
We will continue this process until we have a prototype that
successfully protects users from password phishing.

In the workshop, we are interested in discussing the study
design, especially in crafting a scenario that supports phish-
ing users’ passwords in a natural fashion. A significant chal-
lenge is how to balance the goal of a real-world setting with
the need to limit the harm to users if the study is to involve
actual accounts and passwords.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described our vision for augmenting
password-based authentication: strong password protocols
coupled with safe password entry. Through the combination
of these techniques, users’ passwords will become resilient to
negligent websites and phishers. In order to assure that we
have a suitable methodology for evaluating safe password en-
try, we plan to run usability studies that attempt to phish

users’ credentials in a natural setting. We hope to discuss
both safe password entry and its associated study method-
ology at the workshop. Additionally, we are interested in
discussing how users might be protected during the transi-
tion to SRP and safe password entry; specifically, how to
protect users from downgrade attacks when SRP and safe
password entry are first beginning to be adopted.
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